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HOW TO DETERMINE THE RIGHT
STROP AND SHACKLE

Well engineered light vehicle recovery points match our range of light duty nylon (8t 
MBS-12t MBS) strops. The photo right show an accredited aftermarket tow hitch in 
place of the towball mount. 

NEVER USE A TOWBALL! 

Aftermarket front mounted bullbars must have chassis mounted recovery points. 

NEVER USE VEHICLE SHIPPING LUGS OR LASHING POINTS!

Many underground mine vehicles and light trucks have hooks or very tight pin/
clevis recovery points. Black Snake Recovery Strops have thimbles and round eyes 
designed to suit couplers, shackles or hooks of greater minimum break strength 
(MBS) than the recovery strop.

In an overload situation the loadbearing fibres and rubber cover will separate 
from the steel eye and steel connectors. The thick rubber cover dampens recoil 
of loadbearing fibres in a safe failure mode leaving all steelwork safely attached to 
vehicles.

Maintain your recovery points in good condition and ensure they are strong enough. 

Black Snake engineered round eyes spread the load on pins to avoid high pressure 
point loading. Weld stronger recovery points on large vehicles by increasing pin/
clevis size, use higher grade steel or consult with your equipment supplier for well 
engineered solutions. 

Remember that all steel work must be stronger than the recovery strop.

The cast clevis and pin arrangements on mining trucks must provide adequate 
strength and security when used with Body Up Safety Strops. These are safety 
devices. 

It is critical to calculate the maximum possible loads or seek OEM advice instead of 
assuming that all the equipment is properly matched. In the case of Body Up Safety 
Strops, failure of any component can lead to injury or death if the mining truck’s 
dump body falls or is accidentally powered down to the chassis.
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Skid mounted plant and specialized equipment will generally have pin/clevis or inbuilt 
heavy lugs (pad eyes) with plate thickness and holes designed for shackles of a certain 
size. 

Ensure that shackles are correctly matched to the recovery strop. 

Safety bow shackles (with bolt and nut) are preferable to screw pin shackles. 

Ensure that personnel are correctly trained to attach these shackles to equipment 
and strops.

Lugs and pad eyes on the front of mining and road trucks must be linked to the 
vehicle chassis. 

Steel plate thickness and hole size should not allow undersize shackles to be 
mounted or installed. Bolster or cheek plates on lugs can be used to discourage the 
use of under-size shackles. Signage on recovery points can also be very useful.

Bulldozers are excellent recovery vehicles on soft, muddy or wet terrain. Bulldozers 
have high drawbar pull and good available traction. 

A D11T can have a drawbar pull up to 100t-130t at 1-2kph and weights of 105t-115t. 
Rolling resistance of tracked vehicles can be up to 10% of vehicle weight on soft, mud-
dy roads, which should be considered if a bulldozer is recovering a bulldozer. 

A constant steady pull is required in the early stages of recovery using a bulldozer. 
The bulldozer ripper shank is strongest near the ripper beam assembly. 

The photo below shows a ripper modified with a mounting bracket for the Bulldozer 
‘B’ fitting. 

If a winch assembly is mounted, pin/clevis tow assemblies are often available.
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DETERMINING THE FORCES INVOLVED

Vehicle recovery and towing involve forces which are often difficult to quantify and are dynamic. We provide a Vehicle 
Recovery Chart on the following pages to assist in choosing strop size and connectors together with estimated maximum 
vehicle weights for different bogged scenarios. 

Below is a series of examples.

FLIPPED, NOT BOGGED

This photo shows recovery of an upturned vehicle which requires 
very slow uptake of load on the strops and no sudden jerking or 
high acceleration by the recovery vehicles. The cast clevis and pin 
arrangements on mining trucks must provide adequate strength 
and security when used with Body Up Safety Strops. These are 
safety devices. 

LIGHT/MEDIUM BOGGED

This photo shows the regular movement of a skid mounted 
transfer conveyor by 3 bulldozers. Soft, uphill slopes and 
skid-mounting make for slow, careful recovery. In this case, the 
lead bulldozer has the longest strop, second bulldozer keeps an 
eye on the leader and a third bulldozer pushes the equipment. 
Careful co-ordination and good procedures ensure longevity of 
recovery equipment and efficient moves.

LIGHT/MEDIUM TO SEVERELY BOGGED

The combination of uphill slope, creating high opposing vehicle 
force due to gravity, rolling resistance and boggy conditions 
require conservative estimates of overall static and dynamic 
forces involved for this recovery. 

Bulldozers have much better traction in slippery conditions than 
wheeled vehicles. A slow, constant steady pull is paramount to 
the success of high load/force recoveries, not a jerking action 
(uneven acceleration or worse, kinetic snatch type action).

BEYOND SEVERELY BOGGED

Conservative calculations are sometimes required when judging 
the chance of a successful recovery. Knowing the weight of a ve-
hicle is sometimes not enough. A much higher estimate of forces 
is required. This excavator is stuck fast and recovery resembles 
more of a lift which requires much higher safety factors to be 
considered. Take into account the chance of very serious dam-
age to the severely bogged vehicle chassis and tracks/wheels be-
fore attempting some recoveries.


